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Viva Books Private Limited, 2015. Softcover. Book Condition: New. Description: Ranging from
ancient cultures to the present century, from Africa?s rich oral traditions to its contemporary
fiction, poetry, and drama, this long-awaited comprehensive anthology reflects the enduring
themes of African literature. The selections, drawn from the length and breadth of the continent,
reveal the richness of African creativity. Readers will find myths and epics; works by such well-
known figures as Chinua Achebe, Mariama Ba; Bessie Head, Tayeb Salih, Woel Soyinka, and Ngugi
wa Thiong?o; and fiction and poetry by myriad new writers. The pieces are organized
chronologically within geographic region and enhanced by both introductory material and
biographical notes on each writer. An author/title index and suggestions for further reading are also
included. Contents: Introduction ? Part 1 The Oral Tradition ? North Africa: The king climbs to the
sky on a ladder ?The king joins the sun god ? The dead king hunts and eats the gods ?The instruction
of prince Hardjedef ? The shipwrecked sailor ? West Africa: Why the sun and the moon live in the sky
? The origin of death ? Contest at the baobab tree ? Three fast men ? Sun god brings iron...
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ReviewsReviews

Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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